KATINA MAKRIS
SPEAKER AUTHOR HEALER

Katina Makris is a seasoned natural health care practitioner and
educator whose story is a testimony to courage and resilience.
Embodying the wisdom, insight, and compassion that can only come from deep
experience, she is a charismatic speaker, engaging writer, and gifted healer. With
eloquence, intelligence, and warmth, Katina shares practical information and her inspiring
personal story to shed new light on recovery from chronic illness.
Her calling is to promote Lyme and chronic disease awareness, and her passion is to ignite
the mind-body-spirit healing pathway available in all of us. Everyone seeking optimal
health can benefit from her powerful message of hope.
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KATINA MAKRIS
"The human being is amazingly
resilient. The power of our spirit
and inner will must not be
dismissed. Healing happens on the
inside. You too can thrive."

For over 30 years, Katina Makris has been a visionary leader in
natural and holistic health care. She is a Classical Homeopath and
Certified Intuitive Healer, the author of the Autoimmune Illness and
Lyme Diesease Recovery Guide and Out of the Woods, the host of the
forthcoming Healing with Katina radio show, and a frequent guest
speaker and workshop leader for the nation’s most forwardthinking organizations dedicated to progressive health care.
Katina is a dynamic, well-loved educator and engaging motivational speaker; her personal story is the fire
that lights her work as a healer and advocate. After five years of misdiagnosis and five more years of
intensive treatments, Katina overcame advanced chronic Lyme disease. Surviving this often-overlooked
illness and restoring herself to remarkable health, she dedicated her life to advocacy and new solutions
for the entire spectrum of illnesses that impair mind, body, and spirit. As a spiritual healer and chronic
disease counselor, she works one-on-one with patients to support the complex healing process from
physical and emotional damage, offering holistic skills for managing recovery and advancing wellness.
Katina has been a featured speaker at countless wellness programs, institutes, universities, and
communities in the United States, Canada, and Europe. She was recognized as an award finalist for 2011
Best Book in Health with USA Book News and winner of 50 Authors You Should be Reading by The
Authors’ Show. She was host of the live weekly radio show Lyme Light Radio with Katina Makris with a 300
station worldwide syndicate. For 10 years, she was a popular newspaper health columnist and a board
member of The Council for Homeopathic Certification. She is currently a board member of Be Tick Ready,
a Lyme education group. Katina is a graduate of Duke University and the Stillpoint School of Integrative
Life Healing.
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Holistic Health E xpert
For over 30 years, Katina Makris has been a visionary
leader in natural and holistic health care.
She is a Classical Homeopath and Certified Intuitive Healer, the
author of the Autoimmune Illness and Lyme Diesease Recovery Guide
and Out of the Woods, the host of the forthcoming Healing with
Katina radio show, and a frequent guest speaker and workshop
leader for the nation’s most forward-thinking organizations
dedicated to progressive health care.

Katina is a dynamic guest expert and speaker on Lyme disease and
Autoimmune illness, the mind-body-spirit approach to total health,
and healing from within.
Popular Topics
East Meets West: Discovering Total Health
Why we need an integrated approach in 21st
century health care.
Reclaiming and Reframing Your Life
Katina’s inspiring true story of recovery.
Finding Your Inner Eden
Healing begins on the inside: an essential primer.
Lyme Disease: The Epidemic of Our Time
What we don’t know about Lyme is killing us:
here’s what we need to do to move forward.

Speaking & Interviews
Contact info@katinamakris.com to inquire about booking Katina for your program or event.
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Books
“The body is not compartmentalized into
illness symptomology, but is integrated
and whole; the mind-body-spirit are
entwined as one, searching for balance.”

Autoimmune Illness and Lyme Disease Recovery Guide
2015, Helios Press
Don’t let an autoimmune disorder leave you torn apart—learn to mend from the inside out.
The occurrence of autoimmune illnesses has spiked dramatically over the last forty years. MS,
rheumatoid arthritis, and fibromyalgia are plaguing people worldwide. As a former sufferer of CFS,
fibromyalgia, and Lyme, Katina carefully explains the mechanisms at play with autoimmune illness.
With clear insight into our seven energy chakra centers and the correlation to our bodily systems
and specific emotional interplay, this manual educates readers on the role of Integrative Medicine
and dietary and lifestyle management for optimizing recovery potentials, as well as how to ignite
the mind-body healing pathway.

Out of the Woods: Healing from Lyme Disease for Body,
Mind, and Spirit
2015, Helios Press (Second Printing)
Hope and practical help for Lyme disease sufferers everywhere.
Katina’s memoir is a gripping and inspiring story of healing through faith and perseverance,
but it extends beyond Katina’s personal story. Putting her homeopathic training to work, Part Two
of the book details the nuts and bolts of Lyme disease, offering readers up-to-date information on
Eastern and Western treatments. Readers will learn about the importance of antibiotics as well as
acupuncture, homeopathic remedies, energy restoration, and a path to emotional healing,
affirming that complete healing from any disease encompasses body, mind, and spirit.
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Informing & Inspiring
“Katina Makris has much to share and she says it with clarity, wisdom,
charm and humor. She is an outstanding speaker on the airwaves or at the
podium and will make an audience come to their feet in approval and
return for more.”
IRENE CONLAN, M.S.N., PH.D., host of The Self Improvement Show

Event & Book Reviews
"Katina was by far the most popular speaker at our event."
- Kimberly L., Events Manager, Publishing Company

"Katina's message is purely inspirational. Her life experience is a
powerful, dynamic story of survival and her presentation was
equally as informative, engaging and uplifting." - Denise D.

"Katina did a fabulous job. She was so knowledgeable, sensitive,
empathetic, and informative, and has obviously kept her sense of
humor through all that she has endured." - Debby C.

“I have read every book on the shelves related to Autoimmune and Lyme Disease recovery, and this one is by
far the best. Everything you want to know in one accessible, beautiful, incredibly engaging book. Katina turns
the current medical system upside down and shows us the true, revolutionary path to healing ourselves
through modicums that time forgot. After reading this book, I felt empowered, like I finally had the chance to
find again the life that has been waiting for me for so long. This is not only a hand to hold, it is a guide to
giving you back the ultimate health you know is waiting for you.” - Suzanne K.

"I felt the weariness of the people in the audience the night Katina was here. They were tired and looking for
answers. They were hurting. I saw the tears. Katina gave them hope. She gave them validity that someone can
crawl out of the clinches of a horrible disease. She gave them the feeling that someone really understands
what they are going through. Katina is a wonderful, powerful speaker and gift of light." - Frances K.
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Events
Katina is a dynamic guest expert and
speaker on Lyme disease and
Autoimmune illness, the mind-bodyspirit approach to total health, and
healing from within.

Spring/Summer 2016
A Holistic Approach to Lyme Disease
April 30 / Mirabai Bookstore / Woodstock, NY
Lyme Symposium of Canada: Featured Speaker
May 7 & 8 / University of Guelph / Toronto, Canada
Lyme Disease & Autoimmune Illness Detox and Renewal
May 20-27 / Ojai Retreat / Ojai, CA
Living Well With Lyme Disease
June 17-19 / Omega Institute / Rhinebeck, NY
Reclaim Your Inner Eden: Discover the Gateway to Health & Healing
June 19-24 / Omega Institute / Rhinebeck, NY
Lyme Disease Workshop
July 30 / Newport, RI

Fall/Winter 2016 Booking
Contact info@katinamakris.com to inquire about booking Katina for your program or event.
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